Symmetric Software
P.O. Box 155
Standard, Ca. 95373-0155
(209) 588-1232
FAX: (209) 588-1333

Optional Additional Hardware
Used With AuctionRPM
Dear Customer,
Many of our customers have decided to take advantage of the features in AuctionRPM that make use of a Magnetic
Strip Reader (MSR) or 2D Barcode Reader. This would either be using the MSR or Barcode Reader in the bidder registration
screen to read drivers licenses (thus speeding up the registration process), or using the MSR to read credit cards during
invoicing and checkout, thus facilitating the credit card processing built right into AuctionRPM!
If you desire to use these features in the bidder registration screen, take a look at the back of a typical driver’s
license that would be scanned. Check to see which of the following pictures, the back of your license looks like.
Drivers License With Mag Strip

Drivers License With 2D Barcode

If you see a mag strip there, then the magnetic strip reader (cost is around 60 dollars) is all you will need. That same
magnetic strip reader can also be used in the invoicing screen to read credit cards.
If you see a 2D barcode there as shown above, then you will need a 2D barcode reader (cost is around 400 dollars)
to read driver’s licenses in the bidder registration screen. If you wish to clear credit cards in the checkout screens, then you
will need to purchase a separate MSR.
The details on these two devices are as follows:
Magnetic Strip Reader

2D Barcode Reader
Wired
Manufacturer: Handheld Products
Part Number: 4600RSF051C-0F00E
Price as of 6/10/2008: $400.00

Manufacturer: Mag-Tek
Part Number: 2107-3075
Price as of 6/10/2008: $50.00

Wireless
Part Number:
Price as of 6/10/2008: $.00
Sources: www.posworld.com,

www.i-trondirect.com, or www.Geminicomputersinc.com

If you have any questions on the above information, please do not hesitate to call our offices!
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